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Capturing important moments in your child’s first year sounds so
simple, but once a photo opportunity is missed, you

can’t always recreate it...and you'll miss not having the photo to help
you remember it and to show your child when their older.

The first time they walked, their first smile, the first time they meet
Grandma (or even Great-Grandma)... These photos aren’t only

worthy of great #tbt posts - they will be cherished by your family
forever.

So check as many of these off your list as you can. You’ll be so happy
you did later.



NUMBERS 1 & 2

MEETING BABY FOR
THE FIRST TIME

NUMBER 3

LEAVING THE HOSPITAL

Mom and Dad are exhausted and
nervous-as-heck as baby

ventures out into the world for
the very first time. Capture this
moment to remember how you

felt (and what "going-home
outfit" you finally decided on).

The moment your child is born,
you might not be thinking “Quick!
Get the camera!” But you’ll wish
you did. Before all the craziness
ask your partner to capture that
moment for you (and then return

the favor). Preserving the first
time you hold your child is a

moment you’ll be grateful you
saved in print.



NUMBER 4

HOLDING YOUR FINGER

NUMBER 5

FIRST BATH

There is something so timeless
and pure about babies in the bath.
You'll want to remember them this
way, before bubbles and toys and

splashing come in to play.

This moment captures
the unbreakable connection with
your child - it's a photo you don't

want to miss. That tiny hand
wrapped around your finger is a

precious reminder of just how small
and fragile they were as a newborn,

and how you instantly felt both
strong and completely under their

spell.



NUMBER 6

FIRST SMILE

NUMBER 7

NAPPING ON
SOMEONE'S CHEST

Whether its you, your spouse,
grandma, or grandpa...this

moment is so sentimental and
captures a loving bond. The

absolute trust of your baby, and
the absolute exhaustion of

whomever they're napping on.

This is a given, but such a special
and sweet moment. It's not only
about capturing a first for your

baby, but also remembering how
excited YOU were to see their

first smile.



NUMBER 8

FIRST TIME
EATING TABLE FOOD

NUMBER 9

WEARING YOUR
CLOTHES/HAT/GLASSES ETC.

There’s something about glasses
or clothes being too big on a baby

that is just so amusing.
Remember how big daddy's hat
was on their head, or how cute

mom's sunglasses looked on that
little face. Bonus - use an item

they'll inherit or have an affinity
for, like a favorite baseball cap.

This is bound to be a messy
and adorable photo. It will help

you remember how much fun
you had trying to get the spoon
in their mouth, what they ate,
the date, and how despite your
best efforts most of it ended up

on their face.



NUMBER 10

WITH A FAVORITE STUFFED
ANIMAL, BLANKET, OR PET

NUMBER 11

RECREATE A PHOTO
FROM YOUR CHILDHOOD

Grab a funny or sentimental photo
of you or your spouse as a baby and

try to recreate that moment with
your little one. Photos with a

parent and their mom/dad are
particularly sweet to

recreate. (Bonus - snap the shot
exactly where it was originally

taken.)

Photos of babies with the family
pet are mandatory if they have a
special bond. If you don’t have a

pet, snap a shot with their go-
to toy or blankie.

They’re likely always carrying it
around so there’ll be plenty of

opportunity.  It will help you both
remember what they couldn't live

without long after it's lost or
outgrown.
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NUMBER 12

CATCH THEM ASLEEP
IN WEIRD PLACES

NUMBER 13

BABY UP IN THE AIR
OUTSIDE

Once baby is a little older, they love
being lifted/tossed up high outside,
letting them see the world from a

different perspective and feeling the
sense of rise and fall. It's an easy way

to put sheer delight on their face,
great fun for mom and dad,

and definitely a must-have photo
opportunity. 

Some of the funniest photos to
look back on are the ones of the

weird places or strange positions
baby slept in. They always make

you smile. 
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NUMBER 14

HELPING THEM TAKE
THEIR FIRST STEPS

NUMBER 15

BABY WITH THE OLDEST
MEMBER OF THE FAMILY

This is a photo you and your
child will always be so glad that
you captured while you had the
chance. Photos of baby with the
older generations of your family

will be cherished as treasured
links with the past once baby is

grown and those family members
are no longer with us.

Your baby is growing up. Once
they start walking they can run
from the camera, so while they
still need your help getting up,

capture that exciting moment. It's
sweet to remember how they

needed your support in the
beginning, and that you helped

them learn how to take those first
steps.



NUMBER 16

A GENERATIONAL PHOTO

NUMBER 17

FIRST HAIRCUT

This can be a very emotional
moment for both you and baby,
but thats all the more reason to

document it. Remember how they
reacted

(happy/scared/excited/confused)
with a few photos from this

milestone event.

This could be a photo of the
entire family or each generation
of mothers or fathers. This photo
is timeless and is something you
might not have the time to wait
on. It is such a special and rare

opportunity to have several
generations of your family

together - don't miss it.



NUMBER 19

FIRST TIME THEY MEET
THEIR NEW SIBLING

This is such a unique moment.
The connection two siblings have

is beautiful and special, and in
that first meeting there is so

much love and excitement to see.
They won't remember, so be sure
to capture this moment for them.
They'll love looking back on how

their relationship began.

When your child becomes a big
brother or sister a lot changes for
them and you. So before the next

baby comes along capture the
bonding moments of you and

your first born one on one, and
remember what it was like when

you two were best buds.

NUMBER 18

BEFORE NEXT BABY IS BORN



NUMBER 20

FIRST BIRTHDAY CAKE

Giving your little one a cupcake or
slice of cake (or any other special

treat) on their birthday so that they
can wear more than they eat has
become a classic right of passage.

Lots of people will probably want to
take photos of this one, but make sure

your camera is in the mix too

- Holding Hands -
- Hugs - 

- Making Each Other Laugh  - 
The bond between twins and

multiples is so special - beginning
even when they were in the womb.

It's amazing to witness that
closeness - be sure to capture it so
they'll be able to see the sweetness

of their early relationship too.

BONUS

MOMENTS WITH MULTIPLES



Did We Miss Anything? 

This is a working document, and we are constantly
updating it with new photo ideas from our customers

and readers. 

Is there a favorite milestone photo of you or your
baby that's missing from this list? Help us share your

inspiration by sending an email to
coralee@shortcakeinc.com. 

Thank you!

Baby's first selfie?


